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VISTA OVERVIEW

CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
2021 also marked a significant moment from a
financial perspective. The combination of record
breaking earnings driven by all-time high sales as
we executed on our core strategy to increase fleet
utilization, alongside proactive measures to optimize
the Group's balance sheet, led to significant free
cash flow generation. Our robust financial profile and
proven access to capital markets has provided us with
a strong platform to deliver our exciting vision and
ambitions.

2021 was a remarkable year in the history of Vista –
we strengthened our position as a global leader in
business aviation and we delivered record-breaking
figures, with sales and EBITDA approximately double
those of 2020.
The positive trends witnessed through the second half
of 2020 prevailed through 2021 as Vista successfully
resumed growth. The pandemic has accelerated
the paradigm shift towards private flying with more
and more clients turning to Vista for safe, reliable,
and consistent private aviation services. New clients
signed up to Vista products at a record pace, and
existing Members expanded their subscriptions — both
VistaJet and XO's schemes sold twice as much as in
2020, setting new all-time sales records.
This impressive Vista’s growth significantly outpaced
the market underlying growth in the Group’s
subscription base, combined with the acquisitions
made, cemented Vista's existing position as the largest
charter provider by total number of hours flown.
2021 included several strategic pivotal moments for
Vista, including the roll out of new product offerings
ranging from the introduction of a light jet proposition
at XO following the acquisition of Red Wing in late
2020 and expanding our demand base in the U.S.
with the acquisition of Apollo Jets, to being the first
operator to offer a fleet of Global 7500 aircraft — a
game changer for Vista and the wider industry. We
also invested in our existing fleet, with new WiFi
installation and interior upgrades across all aircraft, set
to finish by the end of 2022. We made improvements
to our Client Services structure with dedicated teams
offering real-time communication to further ensure
we provide a full suite of the best service offerings for
our clients.
Our success in 2021 and over the last 17 years
would not have been possible without Vista’s highlyskilled and driven team of private aviation experts,
whose commitment and dedication have allowed
our company to provide the most advanced flying
solutions at the very best value to our rapidly growing
client base.

Aviation is critical in supporting the global economies
and communities around the world, and Vista is
leading the evolving sustainability transition in private
aviation by accelerating its efforts to protect the
environment across its international operations.
VistaJet has committed to being fully carbon neutral
across its entire business by 2025, and we have seen a
fantastic response from our Members wishing to offset
their fuel use-related emissions by investing in certified
carbon credits around the world and starting to adopt
Sustainable Aviation Fuel. VistaJet’s commitment will
serve as the blueprint for all Vista companies.
Vista will continue to lead the growing business
aviation market in 2022 and push the boundaries
for significant growth in a highly fragmented and
under-penetrated industry. Already we have entered
into agreement to acquire two large operators —
AIR HAMBURG in Europe and Jet Edge in the U.S..
These acquisitions will significantly strengthen
our global presence, by turbo charging growth in
two key markets, and will add over 80 owned and
dedicated aircraft to balance our fleet in response to
the significant demand seen. Both acquisitions are
expected to close in the second quarter of 2022.
2022 will bring challenges with it. Industries will be
impacted by complex supply chain dynamics and
growing geo-political tensions. At Vista we have
navigated this on many occasions across our history,
emerging stronger each time. Vista’s proven business
model has a track record of resilience, helping us
continue to successfully navigate through testing
times. We are incredibly well positioned to capitalize
on the opportunities in the expanding sector. Vista
is the only group with the global infrastructure and
scale, along with the right balance of solutions and
global network of partners, to support Members and
corporations across the world anywhere and anytime.
I am incredibly confident in our strong business
momentum and the opportunities for sustainable
growth in the years to come.

Thomas Flohr
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN
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WELCOME TO VISTA
Vista, headquartered at the DIFC in Dubai,
integrates a unique portfolio of companies offering
asset-light solutions covering all key aspects of
business aviation.
The Group's mission is to lead the change in
providing the most advanced flying services at
the very best value — anytime, anywhere. Vista’s
knowledge and understanding of all facets of the
industry allow it to deliver the best end-to-end
offering to any client.

The Group has built a market-leading position
through a unique business model and differentiated
value propositions. Through flights organized by
its VistaJet and XO branded services, Vista is the
largest charter operator by total number of hours
flown in the highly fragmented private aviation
industry.

#1

ON DEMAND
CHARTER OPERATOR*

THE GLOBAL SOLUTION
FOR ALL PRIVATE FLYERS
AROUND THE WORLD

*by hours flown

2021

134K

55K

ON FLEET FLIGHT HOURS

ON FLEET FLIGHTS

200+

GROUP FLEET
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VISTA'S UNIQUE PLATFORM
Vista is a trusted global luxury group, with clients
accessing services on a subscription basis. This
is underpinned by Vista's bespoke technology
platform which leads its client experience on the
front end and supports operational efficiency on
the back end.
Throughout its 17 years of operating experience,
Vista has led the industry with its disruptive
business model to the benefit of its clients as well
as the Group. Vista has created a private aviation
model that offers a unique solution in a market
which is experiencing a paradigm shift towards

flying private, and allowing clients wanting assetlight solutions to do so. Its comprehensive product
offering, with enticing economics and a large,
high-quality fleet, offers a consistent and luxurious
experience, catering to all private flying needs.
Business aviation dynamics are unique. Few
other industries have been able to show the
same resilience, growth and adaptability in any
situation. Vista has been able to take advantage
of the favorable market dynamic to increase its
market share at every turn to reach the number
one position.
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Subscription based
memberships to
cover all needs

S

•
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Luxury and
differentiated
product offering
Strong brand
recognition
Long history of
strong financial
performance

VARIOUS SUBSCRIPTION
BASED SOLUTIONS
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•
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GLOBAL TRUSTED
LEADING LUXURY BRAND

N
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M
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Y

TECH-DRIVEN
GLOBAL EFFICIENCY
~4x more utilization than private ownership
•

Asset-efficient and accessible platform
• Full suite of aviation solutions
• Click to flight technology
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ADVANCED FLYING SERVICES
FOR EVERY CLIENT
Vista addresses the needs of every private aviation client. Whether flying once a year or 1,000 hours per
year, Vista has a full range of tailored solutions for business and private clients, alike through its VistaJet
and XO brands.

GLOBAL
OWNERSHIP
ALTERNATIVE

REGULAR
ACCESS

SINGLE
FLIGHT

SINGLE
SEAT

Guaranteed availability
anytime, anywhere

Subscription /
prepaid service

On demand
charter services

Innovative
shared flights
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LOYAL AND GROWING
MEMBERS' COMMUNITY
Vista has a high quality and varied client base
across industries and geographies. 2021 saw record
levels of client growth across both VistaJet and XO
memberships with demand doubling from prepandemic levels across both brands.
Corporate clients are critical to Vista’s business model
and drive memberships across the subscription-

670

based VistaJet Program. The primary client base
falls into two distinct groups: large multinational
corporations and UHNWIs. This diversified client
base, including the most prestigious corporations
and wealthiest individuals in the world, results in a
high level of Member desirability and loyalty.

3,340

VISTAJET PROGRAM MEMBERS

XO DEPOSIT MEMBERS

22K (+93% YOY)

1,350 (+80% YOY)

GROSS ANNUAL HOURS SOLD

NET NEW DEPOSIT MEMBERS
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ON THE ROAD TO CARBON
NEUTRALITY
“Vista is committed to making aviation better. Today, this means changing the way we operate, to benefit
not only our clients, but the whole global community. The industry as a whole must step up to combat
climate change and its impact today — it’s the right thing to do and we all have to act now.”
Thomas Flohr, Founder and Chairman
Vista is at the forefront of sustainability in aviation. This includes VistaJet’s commitment to carbon
neutrality by 2025 — a commitment that will serve as a blueprint for all Vista companies.
Outlined below are the sustainable projects VistaJet currently has in place to ensure the carbon neutrality
commitment is met.

10 PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY
1. CARBON OFFSET PROGRAM

6. PARTNERING WITH LEADERS IN SUSTAINABILITY

85% of VistaJet Members have opted in to
compensate for their fuel use-related emissions
by investing in certified carbon credits around the
world.

VistaJet partners with carbon neutral companies
wherever possible and has implemented new
requirements for all purchasing partners, including
sustainability accreditation for third parties across
all departments in the business.

2. SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUEL (SAF)

The use of SAF can reduce carbon emissions by
up to 85% compared to conventional jet fuel.
VistaJet’s innovative plan secures SAF availability
for its clients globally — sourced and delivered by
SkyNRG from World Energy’s refinery.
3. MOST TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED AIRCRAFT

VistaJet’s shared fleet model means fewer aircraft
being produced and enables higher utilization
of each existing jet. The company’s young fleet
benefits from the latest technology for the most
efficient flying and secures better fuel burn than
older aircraft.
4. FUEL CONSUMPTION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Through investment in AI and machine-learning
technology, the company is working on predictive
route algorithms to minimize ferry flights and
reduce fuel consumption. To date, using the
FLIGHTKEYS 5D flight management system, fuel
consumption has been reduced by 8% per flight.
5. FUEL EFFICIENT BOOKING SYSTEM

Booking with at least one week’s notice helps to
further improve fleet management, reducing
unnecessary fuel burn. Clients who are more
flexible on departure city airport selection have
already helped to reduce movement around
London airports by 20%, cutting several tons of
CO2.

7. SUSTAINABLE IN-FLIGHT PRODUCTS

Prior to COVID-19, VistaJet removed over 90% of
single-use items across it’s fleet and replaced items
on board with sustainable alternatives. Examples
of these include packaging products using starch
that fully biodegrades in one year, replacing plastic
toothbrushes with those made of bamboo, and
sourcing low-impact detergents.
8. MOVING TO RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY
ON-THE-GROUND

Electricity consumption represents 24% of the total
emissions of VistaJet offices globally. To decrease
these levels, VistaJet has adopted electricity
supplied from renewable sources for two of its
largest offices and is assessing solutions for the
others.
9. ANNUAL GREENHOUSE GAS ACCOUNTING
REPORT

Extensive Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions
audits by South Pole, enable VistaJet to identify
the carbon footprint of its operations and offices
worldwide in order to define further sustainability
opportunities and priorities.
10. ANNUAL CLIMATE REPORT IN LINE WITH THE
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK FORCE ON
CLIMATE-RELATED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES

The release of VistaJet’s 2021 Task Force on
Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)aligned report represents another important
milestone in the company’s sustainability journey
and awareness to climate change.
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SUSTAINABILITY MILESTONES TO DATE

370K

8%

90%

85%

90% of single use on board items have been
replaced b y sustainable alternatives

THE GLOBAL
GLOBAL 7500

THE FLEET

GE Passport Engines produce less noise
and have a reduced fuel consumption of
approximately 2.5 litres per functional
unit

High-speed transonic wings cut down
on drag, reducing fuel burn and emissions

SUSTAINABLE
SUST
AINABLE AVIA
A VIATION
TION FUEL (SAF)

2

1
3

SAF fuels can be blended with conventional
fuels, enabling gradual introduction

4

It’s a clean liquid substitute for fossil jet fuel
produced from sustainable resources like
waste oils, algae and agriculture residues
Accounts for 0.1% of total aviation fuel due to
regulatory reasons

VISTAJET’S
VIST
AJET’S SAF PROJECT
PROJECT
Sustainable
feedstock

Reduced emissions
related to fuel

5
SAF

Up to an 85%
reduction in carbon
emissions with the use
of SAF fuel

Blended SAF is
delivered into
the aircraft wing

4

1
HOW SAF
IS MADE

2

3

Feedstock is
converted
into SA F

SAF is then blended up to
50/50 with jet fuel
+
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Vista’s infrastructure enables access to the world’s most remote destinations and offers the largest single
service area in business aviation, encompassing the Americas, Europe, Africa, Middle East and Asia Pacific.

GLOBAL
REACH

17 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

EXPERT
WORKFORCE
Vista has a workforce of over 2,200* individuals,
providing continuity to the business and ensuring the
highest level of service to each and every client. Vista
has a non-unionized workforce environment and
enjoys a very healthy and collaborative relationship
with its employees and partners.

2,200+
PEOPLE

24

OFFICES

4

OPERATION HUBS

OPERATION HUBS
OFFICES
*Vista headcount covers all employees ultimately working for Vista on an exclusive basis, including third party contractors and
employees of Vista's 49% owned air carrier, XOJET Aviation LLC and its subsidiaries.
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A GROWING GLOBAL FLEET
Vista continues its commitment to investing in the
expansion of its global fleet, having added over
30 aircraft during 2021. At the end of 2021, Vista
counted over 200 jets across its global fleet to
offer a complete range of light, super-midsize and
long-range aircraft, in addition to a partner operator
network of over 2,100 aircraft.

Having a fleet of Global 7500 now fully operational
has been a game-changing moment since its
launch in 2021, and Vista is building on its success
by adding even more new Global 7500 aircraft
to strengthen its high-end and innovative global
services by the end of 2022.

Vista’s scale allows point-to-point coverage across
any country in the world with up to 17 hours of
non-stop flying.

# OF AIRCRAFT

# OF AIRCRAFT

7

1

Global 7500

Challenger 604

29

19

Global 6000

Challenger 300

7

29

Global 5000

Citation X

6

13

Challenger 850

Citation XLS

17

10

Citation V Ultra

Challenger 605

23
Challenger 350

Total VistaJet fleet: 82 aircraft
A GROUP FLEET OF OVER

200

AIRCRAFT

ACCESS TO

2,100

ALLIANCE JETS

Total XO fleet: 79 aircraft

41

AIRCRAFT
UNDER MANAGEMENT

Fleet as at December 31, 2021.
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INNOVATIVE BRANDS

VistaJet is the first and only global private aviation
company. On its branded fleet of over 80 silver and
red business jets, VistaJet has flown corporations,
governments, and private clients to 187 countries,
covering 96% of the world. Founded in 2004, the
company pioneered an innovative business model
where clients have access to an entire fleet while
paying only for the hours they fly, free of the
responsibilities and asset risks linked to aircraft
ownership.
VistaJet’s signature and innovative Program
membership offers clients a bespoke fixed-rate
subscription of flight hours on its fleet of mid and
long-range jets, to fly them anytime, anywhere, with
as little as 24 hours’ notice. Program Members enter
take-or-pay three-year contracts with annual and
quarterly prepayments — creating a resilient business
model with highly visible future revenue streams.
VistaJet additionally leads the sector in service

excellence across every stage of the booking, preflight, in-flight and post-flight — with a dedicated
team of experts on the ground and in the cabin.
The brand’s Program Member regularly utilizes
business aviation and prioritizes reliability,
accessibility, safety, privacy, consistency and incabin experience — while seeking to avoid the
downsides of asset ownership including high capital
commitments, asset risk, operational logistics and
uncertainty of costs.
VistaJet’s Program is complemented by a more
accessible On Demand offering, which allows those
who fly fewer than 50 hours per year to request a
flight on the branded fleet on an ad-hoc basis. The
On Demand product enables VistaJet to operate its
fleet at maximum capacity, minimizing the number
of ferry hours flown, while engaging with potential
future Program Members.
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HOW TO FLY VISTAJET
DIRECT
Fast bookings on any available
aircraft. Request a flight directly
through VistaJet, to take you
anywhere you wish to go.

PROGRAM
Pay only for the hours you fly with
VistaJet’s value-driven flying solution.
With flexible cancellation terms, the
VistaJet Program provides all the
benefits of ownership with none of
the costs and responsibilities.

CORPORATE
All of the benefits of Program
membership, and more.
Designed specifically for business
needs, this membership offers
maximum flexibility.
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XO is a leading provider of on-demand private
aviation services and is the first global digital
marketplace in private aviation. Catering to clients
from the heavy charter flier to a single seat buyer,
XO is the leading end-to-end instant-booking
platform giving clients the ability to book flights
worldwide with as little as six hours’ notice. Flights
are serviced through either Vista's fleet, including
79 XO branded aircraft, or off-fleet, through an
Alliance Fleet of over 2,100 aircraft.
What makes the XO product so appealing is the
ability to instantly book via the XO digital platform
with transparent pricing, thanks to its proprietary
technology. The alternatives to XO's flexible
product require customers to source and book
flights on the market through the brokers network.
This time-consuming, expensive, inefficient
process involves multiple intermediaries, with
significant variations in the quality of aircraft and
safety standards of the operator.

The XO client base includes blue-chip companies
and HNWIs XO customers can fly on a pay-asyou-go basis or as Members, opening the door to
additional added-value benefits.
XO has been established by combining four
successful company acquisitions: XOJET in 2018,
with its brokerage capabilities and large customer
base, JetSmarter in 2019, bringing its industry
leading technology and young clientele, and Red
Wing Aviation in 2020, to add light jets to the onfleet offering, and Apollo Jets in 2021, expanding
XO's broker and client base.
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HOW TO FLY XO

INDIVIDUAL SEATS ON
PRIVATE JETS

PRIVATE
CHARTER

Travelers can book seats on existing shared flights or
create their own flights on private jets.

Whole aircraft private charter flights across the globe,
with the option to sell extra seats to fellow fliers.

RISE

Select

Signature

Elite

ACCESSTM

ACCESSTM

ACCESSTM

MEMBERSHIP

MANAGED AIRCRAFT

XO RISE, Select Access, Signature Access and Elite
Access offer customized solutions however you fly.
Enjoy significant flight discounts, priority access,
heightened benefits and flight rewards.

For those who wish to explore owning their own
aircraft, XO offers full aircraft management services
through its partner Talon Air.
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VISTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
THOMAS FLOHR
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN

Regarded as a pioneer in the aviation industry,
Thomas Flohr founded VistaJet in 2004 and the
Vista group in 2018, and was the first to offer a flight
hour subscription model across an entire fleet of
jets flying clients anywhere, at any time.
Mr. Flohr studied Business and Political Science at
the Ludwig‑Maximilian University in Munich, and
started his career with computing and finance
company Comdisco in 1985. He was appointed
President of Comdisco in Europe in 1995, and
then President of Comdisco worldwide in 1997. In
2002 he acquired most of Comdisco’s European
division under his holding company Comprendium
Investment SA, before dedicating himself to develop
his vision for Vista.

STEVEN LANGMAN
MEMBER OF THE BOARD

Steven Langman has been a Member of the Board of Directors of VistaJet from
August 2017 to December 2018 and at Vista since December 2018.
Mr. Langman co-founded Rhône Group LLC in 1996, an alternative asset
management firm, and has served as Managing Director since its inception. He
has more than three decade of experience financing, analyzing and investing in
public and private companies.
In addition to Vista, Mr. Langman currently serves on the board of directors of
Baker & Baker, Hudson’s Bay Company, Fluidra S.A. and Lummus Technology.
He is also a Director and Advisor to a number of philanthropic and educational
institutions.
Mr. Langman received a B.A. with highest honors from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and a M.Sc. from the London School of Economics.

NICK VAN DER MEER
MEMBER OF THE BOARD AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Nick van der Meer joined VistaJet in 2010 as Flight Operations Manager (Chief
Pilot and Director of Operations). Since 2012, Mr. van der Meer has been VistaJet’s
Accountable Manager and Chief Operating Officer, and joined Vista since its
inception in 2018.
Prior to VistaJet, Mr. van der Meer was the Director of Flight Operations for a
UK-based regional carrier, Highland Airways, from 2004 to 2010. Mr. van der
Meer holds an EASA Airline Transport Pilots License as well as a FAA Commercial
Pilots license.

TOBIAS SCHRAMM
MEMBER OF THE BOARD AND CHIEF LEGAL COUNSEL

Tobias Schramm has served as Chief Legal Counsel at VistaJet since 2012 — where
he joined as part of the compliance department in 2007 and since 2009 held
management board functions in various Group entities. He has served on the Board
of Directors of Vista since its incorporation.
Prior to joining Vista, Mr. Schramm was a Quality Manager and Deputy Accountable
Manager at a German private air carrier from 2004 to 2007. He holds a Law degree
from Ludwig‑Maximilian University of Munich and is accredited to the Munich Bar
Association.
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VISTA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

THOMAS
FLOHR
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN

Total experience: 34 years
Vista tenure: 17 years
Previously Global President
of Comdisco (Finance)
Studied Business and Political
Science at the Ludwig-Maximillian
University in Munich

NICK
VAN DER MEER

IAN
MOORE

SERGEY
PETROSSOV

CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER

CHIEF COMMERCIAL
OFFICER

CHIEF GROWTH AND
DIGITAL OFFICER

Total experience: 18 years
Vista tenure: 11 years

Total experience: 19 years
Vista tenure: 11 years

Total experience: 12 years
Vista tenure: 3 years

Previously Director of Flight
Operations for Highland
Airways, UK based carrier

Previously served as VP,
Strategy & Sales for
NetJets Europe

Founded JetSmarter in 2012 and
previously co-founded Federal
System of Distance Education

Holds an EASA ATPL and an
FAA Commercial Pilot License

Holds a B. Comm (Hons.) degree
from the University of Melbourne

Holds a BSc in Business
Administration (Finance) from
the University of Florida
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TOBIAS
SCHRAMM

KENNETH
FORMOSA VENTURA

KENNETH
BONNICI

CHIEF LEGAL COUNSEL

CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER

CHIEF PROJECTS OFFICER

Total experience: 19 years
Vista tenure: 14 years

Total experience: 26 years
Vista tenure: 8 years

Total experience: 27 years
Vista tenure: 4 years

Previously Quality Manager and
Deputy Accountable Manager
for Premium Aviation

Previously Director Human
Resources, EMEA at Baxter
International & HR Consultant/
Executive Coach

Previously Group Chief
Financial Officer at Ixaris

Holds a degree in Law and
is a Member of the Munich
Bar Association

Holds a degree in Psychology,
MSc in Occupational Psychology
and a certified NLP Master Coach

CIMA qualified finance
professional with undergraduate
and tertiary degrees in Operations
and Business Management

CHARLOTTE
COLHOUN

NATALIE
DOUGLAS

RICHARD
BATCHELOR

CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER

CO-CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

CO-CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Total experience: 12 years
Vista tenure: 4 years

Total experience: 15 years
Vista tenure: 3 years

Total experience: 28 years
Vista tenure: 3 years

Previously worked at PwC
focusing on M&A for the
financial services industry

Previously Group Treasurer at
Dunnhumby Group (Tesco Plc)

Previously Director of UK private jet
broker and private equity-backed
technology companies

Charlotte is a Chartered
Accountant and holds a degree
in Law and Accounting

Holds a B.SC. in Mathematics
from Heriot Watt University

Fellow of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants
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